
Soliton Cyber & Analytics Announces
WrappingBox Wins First Place “Best of Show”
Grand Prix Award at Interop Tokyo 2018
WrappingBox Technology Honored in
Security Products Category for
Innovation in Controlling Access to and
Protecting Confidential Company
Information

LONG BEACH, CA, UNITED STATES,
June 20, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Soliton Cyber & Analytics (Soliton)
announces that WrappingBox, a key
component of Soliton SecureShield, the
Company’s data access and security solution, captured First Place in “Best of Show” Grand Prix
Award in the Security Product Category at Interop Tokyo 2018, held from June 13, 2018 to June 15,
2018. The recognition reflects Soliton’s commitment to delivering industry-leading technology while
simplifying the complexities of secure remote computing.

SecureShield takes secure
browsing to the next level; not
only do we prevent data
leakage and contain malware
attacks, but we improve the
user experience and
functionality using application
wrapping.”

Chad Kime, Chief Operating
Officer with Soliton Cyber &

Analytics

WrappingBox is a unique, patented application-wrapping
technology developed by Soliton’s parent company, Soliton
Systems Co., Ltd. WrappingBox creates a secure browser
workspace that exists only as an encrypted application within
a PC’s memory. This encrypted application can see local
resources on the endpoint, but the endpoint does not have
visibility within the application. The application will also self-
delete when the user exits the application and remove all
traces of itself from the endpoint. WrappingBox launches
common PC applications (such as MS Word, MS Excel and
Adobe Acrobat) within the endpoint’s memory and creates a
SSL-VPN connection to the corporate environment.
Companies using WrappingBox can allow remote workers to
enjoy the functionality of their PC, knowing that built-in

security is working to prevent the data from being leaked.

Soliton SecureShield incorporates the WrappingBox application-wrapping technology within a more
comprehensive solution that allows access to internal files, cloud applications and multiple options for
multi-factor authentication. SecureShield offers solutions for Mac, iOS and Android operating systems
to allow convenient access to business resources and corporate data from anywhere, while reducing
the risk of malware infections or data loss.

As one of the largest network computing trade shows in Asia, Interop Tokyo is renowned for being a
top global business technology event, showcasing the latest in cutting-edge networking products,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://solitonca.com/
https://solitonca.com/solutions/secureshield-platform/


solutions and services from vendors across the world. About 500 organizations participated in Interop
Tokyo 2018, exhibiting products, solutions and services released in 2017. Interop Tokyo Best of Show
Awards are given to the most outstanding products and services on display at Interop Tokyo, following
a judging process by influential members of the IT industry.

“Today’s digital workforce relies heavily on anywhere access to web apps and cloud resources from
virtually any device. Meanwhile, as hackers up the ante, IT teams need more control over web access
to reduce the risk of malware and prevent data leakage – even on devices they don’t directly control
such as a contractor’s computer or an executive’s personal cellphone,” explains Chad Kime, Chief
Operating Officer with Soliton Cyber & Analytics. “SecureShield takes secure browsing to the next
level; not only do we prevent data leakage and contain malware attacks, but we improve the user
experience and functionality using application wrapping. We are delighted that WrappingBox has
received such high recognition. It’s a major honor and a strong testament to our commitment of
providing solutions that make secure access to your enterprise data fast, simple and affordable.”

Visit Soliton Blogs.

About Soliton Cyber & Analytics 
Headquartered in Long Beach, CA, Soliton solves complex IT security problems with simple, easy
and affordable solutions. Soliton Cyber & Analytics was formed in 2016 as a subsidiary of Soliton
Systems, a renowned pioneer in IT security, imaging systems and mobile broadcast technology since
1979. For more information, visit www.solitonca.com and @soliton_cyber.
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